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ASTROLOGY 2020 US ELECTION STUDY & CALL SHEET:

OM NA MO NA RAYA NAYA, OM NA MO NA RAYA NAYA, OM NA MO NA RAYA NAYA, OM NA MO NA RAYA NAYA
(Mark Prophet taught that a half hour of giving this mantra would bring forth such light from the I Am Presence that is
needed to transmute negative astrology!)
Preamble:
In the name of my beloved glorious Mighty I Am Presence and Holy Christ Self, I call to the beloved Goddess of
Liberty and the Lords of Karma, Mighty Victory; beloved Gautama Buddha, beloved Maitreya; beloved Kuan Yin,
Goddess of Mercy, beloved Saint Germain and Portia and beloved Godfre and Lotus, the great Divine Director, beloved
Cyclopea; beloved Omri-Tas, ruler of the Violet Planet, beloved Jesus and beloved Mother Mary; blessed Kuan Yin,
Goddess of Mercy; Mighty Astrea and Purity, the seven mighty Elohim and their divine complements, the fourteen
ascended masters who govern the destiny of America, , beloved Archangel Michael and Faith beloved Micah, angel of
Unity; The Three Magi: beloved El Morya, Kuthumi and Dwal Kuhl, beloved Pallas Athena, Guru Ma and Lanello, the
Great Causal Bodies of the entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood, according to God’s Holy Will and the Mercy of
God, seal the United States’ astrological charts, releasing only the Light of the Great Central Sun and First Cause into
the consciousness and world of her people:
Saturate the following (and all) astrological configurations with the violet transmuting flame and demagnetize
the United States of America, her government and people, her children and youth and all elemental life, by the power
of the Great Central Sun Magnet from the records of war, from all records, vibrations, energies—cause, effect, record
and memory— that would block, skew, thwart, manipulate, deter or in any wise work against the manifestation of her
Divine Destiny. As the law will allow, transmute any and all karmic vulnerability the Lightbearers might have to the
disruptive portents of negative Uranian transits: especially due to records of rebelliousness—awaken the people to the
Truth; maximize and strengthen our capacity to bring forth the positive potential, the greatest good; awaken the
Lightbearers, unite the people in Christ and higher consciousness, transmute any and all Neptunian fog, illusion and
delusion affecting America’s people, her lands and waters.
Bind any and all tactics from any persons done or unknown to sabotage, manipulate, delay or otherwise
disrupt the upcoming election. Protect our President, his family and all who serve the cause of freedom. In Liberty’s
name and by her flame, exposure all intrigue, treachery and betrayal on time and ahead of time!
Free the children, protect our youth, their guardians, parents and teachers; we call forth Ascended Master
standard for the Aquarian Age in education!
And may all be for our greater service and for the God-Victory of Saint Germain’s Great Golden Age!
(personal calls)
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Take command over:

TESTS & INITIATIONS IN THE USE OF POWER (#1, #2 & 3):
1. Transiting Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn activate US conceptional Pluto/Mercury opposition:
***Transiting Pluto at 22 to 24 degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Saturn at 25
to 30 degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Jupiter at 17 to 30 degrees Capricorn stationary,
retrograde and direct conjoined the US conceptional natal & progressed Pluto at 27 degrees Capricorn retrograde and 29
degrees Capricorn direct (1) in its natal 2nd and progressed 5th houses opposed the US conceptional natal Mercury at 24
degrees Cancer retrograde in its 8th house square transiting Mars at 15 to 30 degrees Aries stationary, retrograde and direct in
its natal 4th house (opposed transiting Mercury at 25 to 30 degrees Libra in its 10th house on November 3rd and the days
directly following the election).
(1) Until October 28th, add: conjoined the US conceptional progressed Moon at 28 to 30 degrees Capricorn ….
(2) Beginning October 28th, add: conjoined the US conceptional progressed Moon at 00 degrees Aquarius…
I Am God-Power in action in me now! I Am God-Love in action in me now! I Am God-Harmony in action in me now! I
Am God-Control in action in me now! I Am God-Reality in action in me now!
2. Transiting Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn activate US conceptional Pluto/Neptune trine
*Transiting Pluto at 22 to 24 degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Saturn at 25 to 30
degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Jupiter at 17 to 30 degrees Capricorn stationary,
retrograde and direct conjoined the US conceptional natal & progressed Pluto at 27 degrees Capricorn retrograde and 29
degrees Capricorn direct in its natal 2nd and progressed 5th houses trine the US conceptional Neptune at 22 degrees Virgo in
its 9th house.
I Am God-Power in action in me now! I Am God-Love in action in me now! I Am God-Harmony in action in me
now! I Am God-Control in action in me now!
3. Transiting Mars (November exact) activates US conceptional Saturn/Sun square forming temporary
Sun-based T-square:
Transiting Mars at 15 to 27 degrees Aries stationary, retrograde and direct in the US conceptional 4th house opposed
the US conceptional Saturn at 14 degrees Libra retrograde conjoined the US conceptional progressed Mars at 17 and 16
degrees Libra retrograde in its natal 10th and progressed 2nd houses square the July 5th Lunar Eclipse at 13 degrees
Capricorn in the US conceptional 1st house opposed its natal Sun at 13 degrees Cancer conjoined the fixed star Sirius in
its natal 7th house.
I Am God-Control in action in me now! I Am God-Reality in action in me now! I Am God-Reality in action in me
now! I Am God-Harmony in action in me now!
4. Transiting Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn (and progressed Moon) activate US natal Moon/Jupiter T-square
forming a temporary Grand Cardinal-Power cross:
Transiting Pluto at 22 to 24 degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Saturn at 25 to 30
degrees Capricorn stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined transiting Jupiter at 17 to 30 degrees Capricorn stationary,
retrograde and direct opposed the natal US Jupiter at 22 degrees Cancer in the natal US 11th house square transiting Mars at
15 to 30 degrees Aries stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined the natal US Mercury at 24 degrees Aries in its 8th house
opposed the US natal and progressed Neptune at 21 degrees Libra retrograde and 25 degrees Libra direct in its natal 2nd and
progressed 6th houses.
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I Am God-Power in action in me now! I Am God-Harmony in action in me now! I Am God-Control in action in
me now! I Am God-Reality in action in me now!
5. US progressed Sun trine its natal Mercury:
The natal US progressed Sun at 26 degrees Sagittarius conjoined the Galactic Center in its natal 3rd and
progressed 8th houses trine its natal Mercury at 24 degrees Aries in its natal 8th house
I Am God-Victory in action in me now! I Am God-Control in action in me now!
TESTS & INITIATIONS IN THE EXPRESSION OF LOVE (#6):
6. ***Transiting Uranus conjoined US natal Sun square its progressed Uranus:
Transiting Uranus at 06 to 10 degrees Taurus stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined the natal US Sun at 10
degrees Taurus in its 9th house opposed the Election Day Sun at 11 degrees Scorpio in its 3rd house square the US natal
and progressed Uranus at 01 Leo direct and 09 degrees Leo retrograde in its natal 11th and progressed 4th houses.
I Am God-Obedience in action in me now! I Am God-Vision in action in me now! I Am God-Gratitude in action
in me now!
TESTS & INITIATIONS IN WISDOM (#7):
7. Transiting Neptune activates US conceptional Mars/Neptune square forming a temporary Mars-based
T-square:
Transiting Neptune at 18 to 20 degrees Pisces stationary, retrograde and direct in the US conceptional 2nd house
opposed its natal Neptune at 22 degrees Virgo in its 9th house square the June 5th Lunar Eclipse at 15 degrees Sagittarius
in its 1st house opposed the US conceptional Mars at 21 degrees Gemini conjoined the November 3rd transiting Moon in
Gemini in the US conceptional 7th house
I Am God-Mastery in action in me now! I Am God-Justice in action in me now! I Am God-Wisdom in action in
me now!
8. Transiting Neptune conjoined US natal Saturn, activates natal Saturn/Moon/Jupiter Trine (Grand Trine
election day!)
Transiting Neptune at 18 to 20 degrees Pisces stationary, retrograde and direct conjoined the natal US Saturn at 20
degrees Pisces in its 7th house trine its natal Jupiter at 22 degrees Cancer in its 11th house.
I Am God-Mastery in action in me now! I Am God-Harmony in action in me now!

9. US Conceptional Bisected extended Grand Air Trine:
Gratitude! Save the children!
The asteroid Lilith at 27 degrees Leo retrograde in the US conceptional 9th house opposed its natal
Moon at 27 degrees Aquarius in its 3rd house; its natal Moon at 27 degrees Aquarius in its 3rd house trine
the US conceptional Mars at 21 degrees Gemini in its 7th house trine its US conceptional Saturn at 14 degrees
Libra retrograde.
I Am God-Gratitude in action in me now! I Am God-Love in action in me now! I Am God-Wisdom in action in
me now! I Am God-Reality in action in me now!
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Notes:

TESTS & INITIATIONS IN THE USE OF POWER (#1, #2 & 3):

1. How the Mighty are Fallen”—exposure and judgment of Nephilim and serpents, evil, transmutation of
abuses of power (12 o’clock line), obvious and subtle, government, ideologies (socialism and communism), propaganda etc,
manipulation of the economy; calls om all opposing or blocking the culture of the Divine Mother (6 o’clock line) and the
Christ-ordained destiny of the United States of America—“One nation under God with Liberty and Justice for all.” Also,
protection, prayers for elementals—earth changes. Expose, bind, transmute all projected delays, fraud, intrigue, treachery
and betrayal ( 9 o’clock line), interference with vote and count, lies and schemes to skirt LAW and judgment— MSM as an
instrument of those who would destroy America; negative Martian energy.
We call forth the Fleur de Lis of Beloved Liberty to be over our hearts! We call forth the Gift of the Holy Spirit
through the balanced threefold flame!
2. Transiting Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn activate US conceptional Pluto/Neptune trine
One with God all things are possible! The American Dream, the detail of the Divine Mother; abundance, opportunity,
enterprise; excellence of education, affordable education; true and affordable education; God-government in US, the spark
of freedom that lights a world!
3. Transiting Mars (November exact) activates US conceptional Saturn/Sun square forming temporary Sunbased T-square:
Opposition, acts of violence, attacks upon God-Government, the culture of the Divine Mother, the Constitution
and the law: let the people embrace the higher way!
4. Transiting Jupiter, Pluto and Saturn (and progressed Moon) activate US natal Moon/Jupiter T-square
forming a temporary Grand Cardinal-Power cross:
US at crossroads: Exposure, judgment of Nephilim, serpents, corruption, abuses of power; Use of Media to delude,
manipulate, misinform, spread false ideologies (Mercury/Neptune), sabotage economy; opposition to education; bringing
forth Ascended Master education. Delays, obstacles to election (Saturn/Mercury) People awaken to truth, higher way, will
no longer be deluded by those who control. The abundant Life.
5. US progressed Sun trine its natal Mercury:
Let us sing to Great Central Sun! Regeneration, transformation, preparation for the Seventh Root Race. Always
Victory! Patriotism, pledge of allegiance, God-Education in the Aquarian Age.
TESTS & INITIATIONS IN THE EXPRESSION OF LOVE (#6):
6. Transiting Uranus conjoined US natal Sun (opposed Election Day Sun) and square its progressed Uranus:
The Awakener! Call forth dramatic breakthroughs. (Call for mercy, VF, Astrea for transmutation of records of
rebelliousness that make us vulnerable to negative portents of Uranian transits (disruption, interruption, chaos,
accidents; terrorism; mental density…)
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TESTS & INITIATIONS IN WISDOM (#7):
7.Transiting Neptune activates US conceptional Mars/Neptune square forming a temporary Mars-based Tsquare:
Call to Micah for the united of the People in truth. Negatives: schism, division, use of the media to deceive or
indoctrinate the people (Neptune/Gemini), set brother against brother; gossip; interference from foreign powers,
socialist and communist ideologies.
8. Transiting Neptune conjoined US natal Saturn, activates natal Saturn/Moon/Jupiter Trine (Grand Trine election
day!)
We can pray to Maitreya to be “Saturn”: point of initiation, testing, spiritual maturity of united people; law and
order
9. US Conceptional Bisected extended Grand Air Trine:
God-Gratitude! Sacrifice (Leo), Surrender(Aquarius). Critical thinking. Honest news. Save the children!
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MARS INSERT
(optional, recommended especially for peak times of Mars variations—see Timeline)
Use the Mars Insert when you have Mars variations to your calls, when your TIMELINE reveals (or you sense) heavy
Martian energy.
**And I call forth the Cosmic Christ Maitreya for millions of Cosmic Circles and Swords of Blue Flame in, through and
around all forces of opposition coming through and manifesting as:
1. all Martian energies and false hierarchies of aggression, anger, arrogance, argumentation, accusation, agitation,
apathy, atheism, annihilation, aggravation, aggressive mental suggestion, all malicious, ignorant, delicious and
sympathetic animal magnetism; anti-Word, anti-Christ, anti-Buddha, anti-Krishna, anti-Dharma, anti-Sangha, antiGuru, anti-Chela, anti-Child, anti-Love, anti-Religion, anti-God-Government manifestations in the four quadrants of
Mater; all irritation, heated arguments, emotional upsets; sarcasm, cruelty, backbiting, criticism, condemnation and
judgment, frustration, blame, resentment and retaliation; prayers of malintent.
2. UFOs, psychic energies and prayers of malintent, psychotronics, black magic, witchcraft, the Nephilim, Watchers,
fallen angels, plutocrats, the 12th planet, and authority figures; the power elite.
3. Aggressive and deceptive challenges to my reputation, public standing, career and integrity.
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